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SPRING/SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS
WRANGELL HASN'T SEEN MUCH SUNSHINE BUT THE
GARDEN BEDS ARE STILL GROWING IN FULL FORCE.
WE HELD A "HELPING OUR GARDENS" EVENT ON
JUNE 12TH AND SEVERAL VOLUNTEERS SHOWED UP
TO SPEND THE AFTERNOON SPRUCING UP THE
GARDENS. MANY THANKS TO ALL!

EVENTS
BEARFEST
COMMUNITY MARKET
WEDDINGS

THEATER
HIGHLIGHTS

GIFT SHOP
FEATURED BOOKS
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NOLAN CENTER
Welcome
Saying Goodbye...
The Nolan Center said
goodbye to Keeleigh
Solverson at the end of
May. She spent almost
one year with us and
will be missed.
She accepted a
position at the
Harbor Department.
Wishing her the best
in her new role!

Facility Hours
During these uncertain times the
Nolan Center hasn't had a steady flow of our
regular visitor traffic, but we continue to open
our doors for the community and
for those that are still visiting.

Museum Hours:
Monday - Saturday
1pm - 5pm
Theater Hours:
Sunday - 4pm matinee
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THE CROSS ROAD

Nolan Center Staff
Director

Cyni Crary

Collections
Attendant

Cindy Kilpatrick
Kiara Meissner

Friends of the Museum
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Director
Director
Director
Director

Michael Bania
Nancy McQueen
Loretta Rice
Olinda White
Olga Norris
Anne Morrison
Frank Roppel
Gig Decker

The Friends of the Museum supports the
activities and acquisitions of the Wrangell
Museum through advocacy, fundraising,
special programming and activities.
Foremost will be efforts to maintain the
stability and preservation of Wrangell's
history, secure grants, promote a volunteer
program and join in the partnership with the
Wrangell Museum and its staff.
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September 2019

MUSEUM
Exhibit
Vol 1 Issue 21

Alaska's Suffrage Star

The traveling exhibit "Alaska’s Suffrage Star" opened on JULY 1, 2020. The exhibit
shares the history of women’s suffrage in Alaska, explaining how local and national
activism helped Alaska women citizens achieve the vote in 1913.That year, the first bill
ever passed by the Alaska Territorial Legislature granted voting rights to women
citizens. Only in 1924 did all Alaska Native women become eligible voters, because it
was only then that the federal government granted US citizenship to Native Americans.
The Alaska State Museum produced the exhibit to commemorate the centennial of the
19th Amendment, which in 1920 extended the right to vote to American women
throughout the country. The traveling exhibit has been enhanced by the Wrangell
Museum collection. The exhibit is a walk through time highlighting women, industry
and politics. Explore the beginnings of important women’s organizations in Wrangell
such as the Alaska Native Sisterhood and Wrangell Women’s Civic Club. Visit items
utilized by Wrangell ladies over 100 years ago.
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Alaska's Suffrage Star

Tillie Paul Tamaree
Educator and Tribal Historian

Matilda "Tillie" Khaalyát' Kinnon Paul Tamaree (1864-1955) was a Tlingit woman of the
Teeyhittaan Raven clan of Wrangell, Alaska, and a teacher, translator, tribal historian, and
activist. She founded the New Covenant Legion, a Christian temperance organization that
turned into the Alaska Native Brotherhood. She also created a Tlingit dictionary.
In 1922, a Tlingit man named Charlie Xhadanéik; Shéiyksh Jones attempted to vote at the
local polling station in Wrangell but was turned away. Most Alaska Natives were not citizens,
but Charlie had underwent a naturalization process to become a United States citizen.
Tillie insisted that Charlie had every legal right to vote and walked him back to the polling
station. Tillie could not vote because she was not an American citizen, but Charlie entered
and voted in Tillie's presence. Election officials had them arrested shortly thereafter.
Charlie was charged with illegal voting and perjury, Tillie for "inducing an Indian not entitled
to vote to vote at an election." Although both were briefly imprisoned and had to pay legal
fees, Charlie was found not guilty on both counts and Tillie's case was dimissed.
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MUSEUM
Lobby Display

Wrangell’s Role in the 1920 NY to Nome Expedition
100 years ago, aviation history was made in Wrangell Alaska. This was the first location in Alaska to receive this
international cross-country flight. In mid-August 1920, four De Havilland-4B planes safely landed on nearby
Sergief Island. These bi-wing planes were a slightly remodeled version of bombers used by the Allies in WWI.
Their mission was to prove the feasibility of commercial aviation in Alaska.
The planes left Mitchell Field, NY July
15th 1920. There were many delays
along the way, mostly caused by bad
weather and rough landing strips.
Common damage included broken axles,
shredded tires, and ruined propellers or
tail skids. Spare parts and fuel drums
were staged along the route. Each plane
carried the pilot and a mechanic who
kept all systems on track. The test
would be a 9,000-mile round trip, New
York to Nome and back. Their Liberty
400 engines performed well throughout.
Wrangell citizens enthusiastically welcomed the adventurous group. The Hazel B #3 towed a barge full of people
to Sergief Island Aug 14th, leaving the Wrangell Hotel dock at noon. Others brought their own boats. 4 hours
later, the contents of all the picnic baskets were consumed. Thoughts that another delay must have occurred
faded away with the sounds of a distant rumble. The crowd was soon thrilled as pilot Ross Kirkpatrick buzzed just
overhead and deftly touched down right in front of all. Incidentally, it turned out the grassy field selected for
their landing was inundated with several inches of seawater. There happened to be an unusual 19ft high tide. No
problems though, except a good soaking to the open cockpit!
After tending the planes, the crowd and celebrities headed to town for a banquet and dance at the Wrangell
Hotel. Mayor John Grant owned the hotel. But first there was a slight 1 ½ hour pause when the barge got stuck
on a sandbar. Next day some of the pilots experienced take-off difficulties, sliding in the watery conditions. One
needed to be pulled out of a muddy slough, without consequences. Squadron leader Capt. Streett, always the
last to leave, slid into a ditch damaging his propeller and tail skid. After replacements were completed, he
decided to wait and catch up with the others the next day. His damaged propeller and tail skid ended up with the
Grant family, generously loaned to Wrangell Museum today. We applaud the expedition’s great achievement,
one hundred years ago this year.
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MUSEUM
Lobby Displays

FEBRUARY 2020 | VOLUME 2

New York to Nome Centennial
We celebrate a centennial of aviation history
in this lobby display. The center of focus is a
tail skid from one of the De Havilland DH-4B
bi-planes that participated in the featured
Alaska Flying Expedition of 1920. It is
surrounded by several photographs of the
pilots and their “aeroplanes”. This group
called The Black Wolf Squadron, made a
refueling stop-over in Wrangell August 14th,
1920. Wrangell was their first stop in Alaska.

The photographs were taken by various Wrangell citizens
experiencing the unique event. Included in the exhibit are
objects representing Wrangell Hotel, where the pilots and
crew spent the night. Their arrival was much anticipated.
The eight men were enthusiastically welcomed in
Wrangell with much dining and a big community dance. It
must have been exciting to witness the 4 planes rumbling
overhead and see them land and take off on nearby Sergief
Island. This exhibit illustrates a slice of the New York to
Nome adventure, from a Wrangell perspective… one
hundred years ago.
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Weekly Newsletter for Teachers in El Dorado County

Tail Dragger
De Havilland DH-4 planes were called “tail draggers”
because of their tail skid feature. There were no brakes.
The skid helped slow down landings and maneuver for
takeoff position. It also would support the tail when on
the ground. Pilots could steer by pressing a rudder bar
footrest to the right or left. With foot pressure on the
right, more drag was created that side, so the plane
pivoted to the right.
The tail skid attached to the bottom of the fuselage near
the tail. It was housed in a socket that included two heavy
duty springs to serve as shock absorbers. The skid was
usually made of oak or ash wood and encased in steel
that had lightning holes cut into it.
The Black Wolf Squadron of the 1920 NY to Nome
Alaska Flying Expedition stopped on Sergief island
near Wrangell to refuel. Squadron leader Captain St. Clair
Streett slid into a ditch damaging his propeller and tail
skid when attempting to depart. After replacements were
installed, he rejoined the group continuing toward Nome.
This skid and the propeller are now on loan to Wrangell
Museum from the Grant family.
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MUSEUM
Spotlight
Campbell Press

A 19th century goliath waits for visitors in our
exhibit gallery. The large Campbell Country Press
enjoys restful retirement nowadays, after nearly a
half century of printing Alaska’s oldest
continuously published newspaper, The Wrangell
Sentinel. It was believed to be the last of its kind
in operation within the USA back in 1965 when
The Sentinel switched to offset printing. The
single large-cylinder machine had originally
printed newspapers in Tacoma Washington, and
later produced an early day paper in Ketchikan. It
was purchased from the Ketchikan Miner in 1914
and moved to Wrangell. Those who ran it worked
around many clink, chunk, and whirr sounds as
the old machinery would grind out the weekly
news. That long process is now replaced by
computers.

It is interesting to note that
this press has been operated
by hand, water (wheel) power,
steam, and finally an electric
motor. The grand old Campbell
Country Press was donated to
Wrangell Museum by Mr. and
Mrs. Lew Williams, who for
many years were owners and
publishers of The Wrangell
Sentinel. Its final page type-set
is still on the press.
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MUSEUM
Highlight

The Wrangell Sentinel
In the museum gallery near the Campbell Country printing press is exhibited a small brown colored
document. A small label quietly states: This is the Wrangell Sentinel newspaper that was printed on
butcher paper after the fire of 1906. Sometimes the most subtle seeming exhibits can turn out to be
most amazing. It seems appropriate to revisit the headline article of front-page news at the same time
this newsletter spotlights the large Campbell Printing Press close by.
Thursday March 29, 1906

ALMOST ENTIRELY DESTROYED
Peaceful little village visited by fire

Shortly after 4 o’clock Saturday afternoon smoke was
seen hissing from one of the rooms on the second floor
of the Pioneer Hotel, and an alarm of fire was quickly
sounded. The citizens turned out soon and every
possible effort was put forth in an attempt to squelch
the fire and thereby save the burning building and
adjoining ones. But without avail. The fire crawled along
between the walls and before much effective work could
be done, had taken hold on all the adjoining buildings,
after which nothing could be done except stand back
and watch it burn. When the fire had reached almost to
the store of the St. Michael Trading Co. a small building
or two was torn down forming a gap over which the fire
could not leap in the face of the brisk north wind. This
alone was all that saved the town from being obliterated
from the map of Alaska.
The article goes on to list a long inventory of stores, residences, and warehouses destroyed, most of
downtown. Included in the list is the Sentinel office and printing equipment. Remarkably, the fire
was Saturday afternoon, and the regular edition of the newspaper was published on schedule the
next Thursday. It was printed on butcher paper.
What an achievement of journalism!
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Donations

MUSEUM
Accessions

Thank you to our generous donors this quarter:
Dave Brown- Wolf full-body mount on habitat base
Judy Fleck- Photo archive of Wallace Scribner.

Additions to our Collection
Wrangell Museum collects materials relating to the history and culture of our area,
in safekeeping for the future. These donations and occasional loans are then made
available for educational viewing and research. We are grateful for the
contributions made this spring quarter 2020. If you are interested in donating
objects to the Wrangell Museum, contact us at 907-874-3699, Director Cyni Crary.

Russian Samovar Set
A complete samovar set was recently
gifted to Wrangell Museum from the
estate of Alford and Elizabeth Crogan.
They both worked at Wrangell Institute
during the 1970s, and purchased this
set from a local gift shop. It was a
cherished reminder of happy times in
our community. Eventually their
employment moved on, but they made
sure the set could return someday.
This shiny brass samovar set was manufactured in the V.I. Lenin Samovar
Factory, in Tula Russia between 1900-1930. Included in the set is the
samovar, tray, teapot, draft chimney extension, and drip bowl. The name
Samovar can be loosely translated into english as self-boiler. It was used
to make tea before electricity. Steam was generated to brew a strong tea
essence in the teapot sitting at the samovar top. This concentrate could
then be diluted with boiled water added from the lower spigot. The interior
of a samovar contained burning charcoal surrounded by a water jacket. A
samovar was one of the earliest home appliances in Russia. Families and
guests would sit around a large dinner table and enjoy drinking the hot
beverage. It was everything needed to create that perfect cup of tea.
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MUSEUM
Highlight
The Museum Virtual Tour
This March was all about bringing the The Nolan Center Museum online.
We released our museum 360° virtual tour.
With just a click of your mouse, you can move around the entire museum
gallery. If something catches your eye you can even zoom in for detail!

If you would like to join in on the fun visit our website:
www.nolancenter.org/museum-virtual-tour
or our Facebook page:
The Nolan Center - Museum & Civic Center
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THEATER
Highlights

THE NOLAN CENTER THEATER IS
STILL OPEN!
Unfortunately we will not be able to show new releases until the
studios reopen. We are currently showing retro movies for free every
Sunday afternoon at 4pm. Our concessions window is open!

We are taking
safety seriously.
Chairs are spaced more than 6
feet apart and masks are
required to enter the building.
Masks may be removed once
seated.
Our staff is following the CDC
guidelines for prompt cleaning.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE TITLES WE'VE RECENTLY PLAYED
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NOLAN CENTER
News
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GIFT SHOP
Featured Books

The Woman Suffrage Cook Book
Originally published in 1886, this collection of recipes and miscellaneous
tips and tricks is a volume published almost entirely by women for women.
The book was launched to raise funds for the women's suffrage movement
and to communicate --- in the shared, common language of a cook book --that a woman's place at
the polls was not a
Alaska's Wild Life
substitute for her place
at home.

Adult Coloring Book

The Poison Squad
Near the end of the nineteenth century, food was
dangerous --- lethal, even. Milk and meat were
routinely preserved with formaldehyde, and rancid
butter was made edible with borax, best known as a
cleaning product. Unchecked by regulation, food
manufacturers put profit before the health of their
customers. Then in 1883, Dr. Harvey Washington
Wiley was named chief chemist of the United States
Department of Agriculture, and he began to
campaign tirelessly for food
safety and consumer
protection. Deborah Blum
brings to life this hugely
satisfying David and Goliath
tale, driving home the moral
imperative of confronting
corporate greed, which
speaks resoundingly to the
enormous social and political
challenges we face today.
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Quirky, whimsical, playful art captures the
"Wild Life" of Alaska in this first coloring book
from beloved Alaskan artist Monica Estill.
From the humongous moose and whales to the
tiny puffin and dragonfly, colorists can dream
about the hidden creatures that frolic in the
wild places of the Last Frontier.
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NOLAN CENTER
Friends of the Museum
Membership

Friends of the Museum

Contact Information
Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip
Phone Number
Email

Membership Options
INDIVIDUAL - $25
FAMILY - $50
CONTRIBUTOR - $100
BENEFACTOR - $500+

Payment Options
Send Membership Checks to:
Friends of the Wrangell Museum
P.O. Box 34
Wrangell, AK 99929

If you're not already a
member, you might
consider this an invitation
to become a Friend of the
Wrangell Museum.
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Dear Friends,
Since the opening of the quilt show and its subsequent lock down,
life has slowed down to the extent that our membership purpose
has necessarily ground to a halt. It was a pleasure to be able to
help spruce up the museum gardens last month but since that
time even mother nature seems to be conspiring against us. We
have all taken to hunkering down and perhaps are spending these
months dusting off old projects that would normally be set aside
for winter.
With our membership unfortunately idle, I have been wondering
what we could do to lend current support to the Museum at this
time. Normally in June we would be encouraging the members to
renew their memberships and would be getting together to
consider where our energies would most be needed in the
upcoming year. What we are missing this year due to the COVID
virus, is not only being actively involved with museum exhibits
and events, but enjoying the opportunity to continue coming
together to renew and recommit to the aims of the Friend’s stated
purpose.
Prior to the shutdown we had voted to use some of our funds to
move along the construction of new shelving units for the
Museum gift store. These units will be used to feature the
Museum’s large selection of Alaska themed books in a more
visually attractive manner rather than having a large portion of
the books lying flat on the counters. That project is slated to begin
in the fall and our initial contribution has allowed for purchasing a
good portion of the necessary building materials which have
arrived and are being stored at the facility. I would like the
members to consider renewing their memberships during July
and August, not only to help with the completion of the shelving
units and lessen some of the pressure on the Center due to the
Museum’s lack of income during this normally busy tourist season,
but to stand firm as an important body until we are able to fully
participate again.
Hopefully you will join us for another year.
Thanks,
Michael Bania
President, Friends of the Museum July 21, 2020
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